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Denoising autoencoders, Variational autencoder

& the Ladder network for unsupervised and 

semi-supervised learning



Topics

• Recap main assumptions of unsupervised learning

• Classical and denoising autoencoder (AE and DAE)

• Classical and denoising variational autoencoder (VAE and DVAE)

• Ladder Network for unsupervised or 1-step semi-supervised learning
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Recall the manifold hypothesis

• Data is concentrated around a low dimensional manifold (in simplest case a hyperplane) 

• The local  hyperplanes are spanned by latent variables z which are constructed 
from the raw data and represent abstract concepts which in certain applications might give 
insights into some underlying causal factors.
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Recall the concept of data representation learning
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The latent z-space is an abstract and  
low-dimensional data representation.



What is a latent variable?

In statistics, latent variables are variables that are not directly observed but 
are rather inferred from observed variables through a mathematical model.

Latent variables are often abstract concepts that are used to explain 
observed variables and are commonly used in many disciplines, including 
psychology, economics, medicine, and artificial intelligence.

Example: 
Intelligence is thought to be the latent variable that explains the observed 
performance of a person in reading tasks, math tasks, …
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DAE

The classical AE versus a denoising AE?

z z: learned data representation
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z

Why should we use a DAE instead of a AE?

• The optimization task of the denoising AE (denoising!) might be useful for some 
real-world applications

• It can be proven the data generating probability distribution can be learned.

AE

Remark: in the 1-layer design in last exercises the DAE performed worse than the classical AE. However the 
DAE task is more challenging and therefor requires probably more layers which get difficult to train – see later.

latent z-space



Training objective of the deterministic denoising AE

For details see Vincent et al., 2010, http://www.jmlr.org/papers/volume11/vincent10a/vincent10a.pdf
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Reconstruction loss by binary cross-entropy loss for [0,1]-bounded values:
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The encoder learns parameter 
(e.g. , 2) of  the latent 
variables’ probability distribution 
(e.g. multivariate Gaussian).

Stochastic variational autoencoder (VAE or DVAE)

The decoder gets sampled latent variables 
z as input and learns  parameter of the 
data generating distribution from which a 
realization is sampled 
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Training objective of the stochastic denoising VAE

       
*

log x|zcost =  logˆ( ) || p x| ( )KLD qp z x z p   

We maximize the log-likelihood to 
generate an “image” x of the training 
set and simultaneously regularize the 
posteriori of z.

Learning the parameters  and θ 
(weights in the NN) via backpropagation.

Determining the cost function 

prior for  zposterior for z

data space

Reconstruction 
loss

Penalty for KL-divergence between simple 
prior and learned posterior for the latent 
variables’ distribution regularizes q(z|x)
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*for a proof see some slides from Oliver: https://home.zhaw.ch/~dueo/bbs/files/vae.pdf
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Side track: Kulback-Leibler divergence
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The Kulback-Leibler divergence measures the distance between two distributions
as expectation of the point-wise logarithmic difference between the 
probabilities Q and P, where the expectation is taken using the probabilities of Q. 

The Kullback–Leibler divergence DKL(Q||P) is defined only if pi=0 implies qi=0, for all i . Whenever qi is zero 
the contribution of the i-th term is interpreted as zero because lim q->0 ( q*log(q) ) = 0

Q
P

   || ||KL KLD Q P D P Q
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Backpropagation through stochastic denoising VAE

In case of one latent variable with a Gaussion distribution with z_mean and z_sigma:

Reparameterization trick avoids backpropagating through stochastic nodes z∼N(,2): 
re-express z∼q(z|x) with z=μ+σ⋅ϵ, where ϵ∼N(0,1). 
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Reconstruction cost (reproduced values are sampled from a Gauss)

Regularisation cost (for N(0,1) prior and normal z)

data space

latent
space
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If the manifold prior is true, corruption moves the true input away from the manifold 
and the denoising task learns to move observations towards high density/probability.

Idea: A denoising VAE is trained to find the 
manifold on which data are located

Bengio et al. 2014 https://arxiv.org/abs/1206.5538
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By denoising and reconstruction we learn the gradient 
field of the data generating probability distribution

Vectors connecting reconstruction and clean value give the 
gradient field of the data generating probability distribution.

For proofs see Vincent 2011, Alain & Bengio 2013, Bengio et al. 2014 https://arxiv.org/abs/1206.5538

arrows point 
in direction of 
increasing 
data density 
or probability
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Work through the instructions in
18_VAE
and use the ipython notebooks that are 
referred to.
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Exercise: 
Generate new MNIST instances via denoising variational autoencoder



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XNZIN7Jh3Sg

These are not part of 
the trainingset! 

Denoising Variation AutoEncoders (VAE) can generate 
data, denoise data or fill-in missing parts of data

Oliver ‘s talk: https://home.zhaw.ch/~dueo/bbs/files/vae.pdf
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1306.1091.pdf

Observed image parts are kept 
fixed and missing parts are filled.



VAE and GAN generated images in cutting-edge research
for semi-supervised learning

Thilo will talk about generative adversarial nets (GAN) models it in his last lecture.
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Second thoughts on denoising VAE
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I. The prior of z is never updated -> we force the 
model to learn a q(z|x) that is similar to N(0,1)

II. Learning of abstract features z is not easy since 
the rewarded reconstruction task requires 
detailed local information of the input image 
which cannot be dropped when moving from 
layer to layer.

Potential issues of a VAE
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Idea in ladder network:
Leak information between encoder and decoder 

18Credits H. Valpola 2015: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZlyqNiPFu2s

Opposed to the VAE in a ladder NN we do not define a prior p(z) and let 
the model learn an appropriate p(z|x)

We leak information from the encoder to the decoder to get an updated  z
as input of the decoder.

Note: no sampling is done in a ladder NN
we introduce variation by layer-wise denoising task
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Idea in ladder network:
Leak information between encoder and decoder 

19Credits H. Valpola 2015: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZlyqNiPFu2s

Leak on each layer information from the 
encoder to the decoder to allow for high 
abstraction levels in higher layers. 
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Small NN with learnable weights

Value of noisy encoder 
unit from encoder

Batch-normed 
input from above

The leakage is done by defining a 
denoising task in each layer.



The unsupervised (denoising) ladder network
arXiv:1411.7783

Ladder network’s cost computations are illustrated. The clean f path shares exactly the same 
mappings as the corrupted path. On each layer, the cost function has a term C(l) which 
measures the distance between the clean activations (l) and their reconstructions (l) . 

noise

noise

noise

noise Only used to 
provide reference 
for reconstruction 
cost computation
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The unsupervised DVAE & denoising ladder network
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encoder decoder

• In the decoder part of the DVAE we need to define the prior (which is not 
trainable) and the distribution family from which the reconstruction is sampled.

• The ladder allows to laterally leak information and requires that we “let go our 
inner statistician” and let the NN learn the whole statistical process. 

• The denoising task might require deeper architecture than a classical AE.



Training of deep VAE, DAE or denoising ladder networks 
requires babysitting

arXiv:1602.02282v1 [stat.ML] 6 Feb 2016

• Ladder slightly outperforms other 
AE based generative NN

• >2 layer ladder network requires 
warm-up phase with un-noised 
images before turning on noise

• BatchNormalization is essential

• carefully tune learning rate

If a layer is trained we 
should see pattern-
specific activations

WU: warm-up
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Last topic: 
Ladder network for semi-supervised learning

See Rasmus, Valpola et al. 2015 arXiv:1507.02672v2
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Image credit: Kingma, Rezendem Nohamed, Welling



Semi-supervised learning by (denoising) ladder network

compare to true 
label if available

Corrupted encoder clean encoderdecoder & denoising

only used in 
test phase
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Unsupervised learning: several denoising AE in parallel

The lateral information leak by g is assumed to be 
done separately for each neuron i in layer l –> on 
one layer features are conditionally independent.

(  )Unsupervised denoising cost function:
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https://users.ics.aalto.fi/praiko/papers/ladder2.pdf



Supervised learning: backprop from 

compare to true 
label if availableSupervised cost function:
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https://users.ics.aalto.fi/praiko/papers/ladder2.pdf



Ladder improves supervised results in case of few labels
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With only 100 labeled MNIST data (10 per class) and lots of unlabeled data we 
get an accuracy of ≈99% (status Feb 2017: slight better than VAE or GAN)

https://users.ics.aalto.fi/praiko/papers/ladder2.pdf

Results on MNIST
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Before we close the lecture part …


